
2016/2017 Battle Ground School Budget Questions

1) What percent (and numbers) of the BGSD personnel exceed what the state allocates, what is the 
annual cost per year?

2) How do the numbers in #1 compare to the other school districts in SWW/ESD 112? (A spreadsheet 
or table like the one you provided last year would be appreciated).

3) Is there any data, study or evidence that the personnel above and beyond what the state allocates and 
financially supports produce value? If so please provide. If there is no such evidence please so indicate.

4) What is the annual cost of the TPEP to the school district in terms and time and money?

5) What is the annual cost of Common Core to the district in terms of time and money? What portion of
that money comes from local tax payers vs. the state? Is there money from the federal government for 
implementation of Common Core at the district level and if so how much?

6) What is the annual cost of the Smarter Balanced test in terms and time and money? What portion of 
that money is local vs. state vs. federal? How many hours are spent in preparation for the testing as 
well as the range and average number of hours for the testing? If the cost of prep and practice isn't 
included in the annual cost of the SB please estimate.

7) What is the total target fund balance at peak (it is noted that the board is adding $500k/yr to that 
fund) and when will that goal be reached?

8)  What are the three (3) largest risks in the proposed budget?

9) What are the unfunded mandates (item and cost each plus totals) from the State and Federal 
governments for the BGSD?

10) Administrative personnel (427 proposed)
a) What is the total expense for the proposed admin personnel?
b) What is the ratio of administrative personnel to those who use them?

c) How does the admin personnel number and ratio compare to the other districts in SWW?

11) How much money is spent (or projected to be spent) per student for:
a) 2014/2015
b) 2015/2016
c) 2016/2017
d) How do these numbers compare to the other school districts in SWW?

12) GF2 – Page 1/3: 2000 – local non-tax support goes from 3.28mm to $9.05mm? Explain

Those are the questions at this time. If possible a response under each item would be appreciated.
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